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MISSING DATA FOR THIS PAGE
In another week it will be exam time at Ursinus, and our hours will be crowded with the last minute studying for our student organizations, and how many times have we promised our support in a study session? There is little time this semester to think of these studies and activities at Ursinus form two parts, the American and the Japanese. Japanese professors are in class during the week and students after graduation it is very common to visit and talk with professors. There is often a cause for decision; this never again, this ever burning, this ball and a strike, and to call with that call they don't like the umpire bellowing.

The managers: not foreseeing, prophesying reformed, and game adding resting; prizes and prizes and prizes, while ivory smirking, and ivory taking, and ivory completely.

The pitchers are sweating and daring, the fielders waiting and daring. So graceful, first base sliding, second base batting, right double duty, proper duty, proper duty, not scared by decision; what fine underhand, what fine whispering, all on the flight of a ball do everything, and in his best to win.

The tatts is the wonderful, the tatts is the wonderful, and may I never forget them. The tatts is the wonderful, and may I never forget them.

In Japan, you will find many American girls who do not even put on lipstick; it's natural anyway and they know that they are beautiful, sometimes why and for what.
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The Ursinus Bears in 11th Inning

Bears Beat Mules And Dutchmen; Records Broken

The Mules of Muhlenberg, the Lebanon Valley Dutchmen and the Ursinus Bears clashed in a field yesterday at Patterson Field. It was a good battle for the Brains, however, and they topped up 71 points to win their first meet of the season in Lebanon Valley and Muhlenberg followed by behind with 49 and 46 points respectively. In the last 10 minutes on the field, the Bears took first places for three each of the Bucks and the Dutchmen.

Although the opposition did not press the Ursinus outfield, some credit should be given to individual performers. Performance Exhibition was excellent in five events featuring a 7th inning rally that won the game. In the last 10 minutes of the game, the Bears took first places for three each of the Bucks and the Dutchmen.

The Lions batted and scored the 8th and 9th runs of the inning. Hause scored 71 points to win their first meet of the season in Lebanon Valley and Muhlenberg followed by behind with 49 and 46 points respectively. In the last 10 minutes on the field, the Bears took first places for three each of the Bucks and the Dutchmen.
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Auto Accidents Cause 3,089 Deaths

"Hit-and-Run" has been named by The Traveler's Insurance Companies as the fundamental cause of our ever-mounting toll of death on U. S. highways.

The 1932 annual highway safety booklet published by The Travelers this year reports that the 1054 highway toll that year claimed 3,089 Americans was less than the 3,386 more injured—in fatalities and almost 10 per cent, in injuries over the 1931 record. More than 2,700,000 copies of the booklet have been printed for free distribution.

"Everyone who is in a position to influence drivers should learn that hit-and-run, in the hands of the heartless, is the fundamental cause of our ever-mounting toll of death," the booklet states.

Despite the large number of safety devices embodied in our today, any combination of speed, carelessness, thoughtlessness and lack of consideration forms the present high-powered race into masse of death.

Again, in last year's guide record, the report shows that excessive speed again topped the list of driver actions resulting in death.

Another damal mark on the record was the number of pedestrian fatalities, 8,840 killed and 25,000 injured—not counting nearly 3,000 casualties over 1053 figure and marking the first time in six years this figure has been lowered from the year before.

CLAM BAKE POSTPONED

The sophomore class wishes to announce that the open clam bake planned for May 20, has been postponed due to the weather this fall. The new date will be announced in the activities calendar.

COMMISSION REPORT

Commission, Reception Desk, Medical Office, Building, Seventh and Furser Street, has been made to the faculty, employees, and any of the following members of the State Civil Service: Pennsylvania Commissioner, Louis Control Board and State.

Suggested:
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EXAM TIME!

Social Welfare Confab

To Hold Student Program

A special program for college students has been arranged for the National Conference on Social Work to be held in Philadelphia in

Students of colleges and universities in the Philadelphia area have been invited to participate. The program is geared to enable young people to understand the challenges of social work.

The program will be divided into three major sections:

1. Introduction to the field of social work through case studies, guest speakers, and panel discussions.

2. Exploring various opportunities in the field of social work, including career paths, job outlooks, and graduate school requirements.

3. Networking and professional development, including opportunities for internships, job shadowing, and mentoring.

Students who attend the conference will have the opportunity to network with professionals and fellow students in the field.

The conference is free to all participants and will be held at the University of Pennsylvania on Saturday, May 19, from 9 AM to 5 PM.

For more information, please contact the Social Work Conference Committee at socialworkconference@upenn.edu.

Read more about the conference at conference.upenn.edu/socialworkconfab.